Abstract-We have investigated the spatially resolved local electronic properties of a nanostructured film of a colossal magnetoresistive (CMR) material by local conductance mapping (LCMAP) using a variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM) operating in a magnetic field. The nanostructured thin films (thickness 500 nm) of the CMR material La 0 67 Sr 0 33 MnO 3 (LSMO) on silicon substrates were prepared using chemical solution deposition (CSD) process. These films have a large density of natural incoherent grain boundaries (GBs) which leads to significantly different behavior compared to oriented and epitaxial films of the same composition. Due to the presence of the GBs, these films show substantial low field magnetoresistance (LFMR) followed by a slower and almost linear decrease at higher fields and this is found to be strictly dependent on particle size. Most of the mechanisms proposed to explain the LFMR in the GB are based on tunneling through the GB. The purpose of this study is to use different STM based techniques to image these inhomogeneities and quantify them to the extent possible. In particular, we study the effect of grain size and the grain boundaries and their role in the electrical transport in nanostructured films of CMR materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION
H OLE-DOPED manganites are widely investigated because they exhibit colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) [1] - [4] . CMR in these materials refers to the suppression of the resistivity upon application of a magnetic field. This makes them attractive candidates for application in magnetic field sensing and magnetic recording devices. They have a general chemical formula Re -A MnO (where Re is a rare earth element and A is a divalent element like Sr, Ca, Ba, Pb, etc.). They show a transition from a paramagnetic insulating state (PMI) to a ferromagnetic metallic state (FMM) at a characteristic temperature . These materials also show a transition from a high-temperature semiconducting phase to a low-temperature metallic phase at a temperature close to . Generally, a peak in the resistivity occurs at the transition. We refer to the temperature at which a peak in the resistivity occurs as (where ).
Of particular interest in this field is the growth of high-quality manganite thin films having appreciable magnetoresistance and higher than room temperature (300 K) for potential practical applications. It has been established through studies on artificial grain boundary devices and polycrystalline materials of different grain sizes that grain boundaries play an important role in the electrical transport properties [5] , [6] . Nanostructured materials are interesting sensor materials because they exhibit substantial magnetoresistance (MR) over an appreciable temperature range below .
There have been a significant number of investigations on oriented and epitaxial films of manganites in the past [7] - [9] . However, very little attention has been given to nanostructured films of the same composition. These thin films have a large density of incoherent natural GBs which leads to different behavior as compared to oriented and epitaxial films. We have carried out transport measurements in nanostructured films having different average particle sizes and observe that these films exhibit significant LFMR over an extensive temperature range. This is in contrast to single crystals or epitaxial films of the same composition, where the MR peaks near but is very small at lower temperatures. The presence of the GBs also makes the transport in these films rather inhomogeneous. We investigate these inhomogeneities using different STM-based techniques. In particular we use a technique called local conductance mapping in which we make a simultaneous recording of the topography as well as a map of the differential tunneling conductance across the entire topographic scan range. This method allows us to identify different conductance regions in the film and to study the local electronic properties.
II. EXPERIMENT
The nanostructured thin films of La Sr MnO (LSMO) of nominal thickness 500 nm were used in the present investigation. They were prepared by chemical solution deposition (CSD) route on silicon substrates [10] , [11] using precursors dissolved in acetic acid and water. The details of the sample preparation are given elsewhere [12] . The films thus formed were studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD) to confirm phase formation and purity, and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to characterize the surface morphology [13] . By varying the parameters such as annealing time and temperature, nanostructured films having different average grain sizes can be fabricated. For this investigation we studied two LSMO nanostructured films having average grain size 70 and 150 nm. The grain sizes were determined by AFM analysis. The transport properties of these films were measured using standard four-probe technique in the temperature range 1.4 K-300 K and in magnetic fields up to 12 T.
The spatially resolved measurements on the nanostructured LSMO films were carried out using a home made high vacuum low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (LTSTM) operating in a magnetic field. The scans were taken at different temperatures above and below of the LSMO thin films and also in different magnetic fields. The present paper is more focused on the local differential conductance mapping (LCMAP), in which we made a simultaneous recording of the topographic image as well as a map of the differential conductance (taken at a given bias) across the entire topographic scan range. In this case is also a function of the spatial coordinates. The LCMAP is thus a two-dimensional (2-D) map of the tunneling conductance across the surface for a fixed bias and at a fixed average tunnel current. The details of the experimental setup are given elsewhere [14] . Briefly, the dc bias to the sample is modulated by a small ac signal . The resulting tunnel current now has an additional ac component at the ac excitation frequency which was measured using a lock-in amplifier giving the at directly. The dc component of the tunnel current was used to keep the feedback loop active and this generated the topographic image while from the lock-in was used to generate a simultaneous conductance map of the scan area. The ac modulation frequency was chosen such that it was much higher than the feedback cutoff frequency so that the change in modulation in the tunnel current was not compensated for by the feedback loop. At such biases, is the tunneling conductance and , the surface density of states, where . The more metallic regions on the film have higher surface density of states and subsequently higher conductance, which show up as brighter areas on the LCMAP. The contrast in the LCMAP is thus a measure of the variation in across the particular scan area and we are therefore able to identify and separate the high conductance regions from the low conductance ones.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The resistances versus temperature graphs of the two films are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) . The transition temperatures, , as obtained from the transport measurements done on the film were about 200 K for the LSMO thin film having average grain size of 70 nm [see Fig. 1(a) ] and about 250 K for the LSMO thin films having grain size of about 150 nm [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Both films show a very sharp upturn in resistivity as we lower the temperature below 30 K, where the resistivity is seen to increase sharply. This can be attributed to the presence of the GBs. The transport across the GB is believed to arise from multistep tunneling process [7] . Fig. 1 also shows the change in resistance as a function of temperature in a magnetic field of 10 T. It can be seen that the resistivity decreases in both the films as the magnetic field is increased. The MR, as can be seen from the data is substantial over the whole temperature range below and it is appreciable even above .
In Fig. 2 we show the topographic images and the corresponding LCMAPs of the two films as obtained from the STM slightly above room temperature K . One of the most interesting transport properties observed in nanostructured manganite thin films is the occurrence of low field magnetoresistance (LFMR) which increases as the temperature decreases. We have measured the LFMR from 1.4 K to 100 K. In Fig. 3 we show a typical data set for LFMR measured at fields up to 1 T in the case of the thin film having average grain size of 70 nm. We observe that the LFMR is about 25% at 1 T and 1.4 K and this decreases to about 12% at 100 K for the 70 nm grain size film. These values of LFMR are somewhat higher in the case of the 150 nm grain size film.
Simultaneous topographic and conductance maps were taken using the STM at different temperatures above and below of the LSMO thin films. Fig. 4 shows typical sets of LCMAPs obtained at three different temperatures chosen to be above, below and around , for both the films. Fig. 4(a) shows LCMAPs taken on 200 nm 200 nm scan areas on the LSMO thin film having average grain size 70 nm while Fig. 4(b) shows LCMAPs taken on 500 nm 500 nm scan areas on the LSMO thin films having average grain size 150 nm. The brighter areas on the images correspond to regions of higher conductance while the darker areas correspond to regions of lower conductance. The grains and GBs are separately identified by taking several line scans across the topographic image, which bears a strong correlation to the corresponding LCMAP [15] .
When we compare the LCMAPs with the corresponding topographic scans, we observe that there are sharp drops of conductance at the grain boundaries whereas the conductance is higher and relatively constant within the grain. The GBs therefore form a low conductance region leading to inhomogeneity in the transport through the film. LCMAP gives the local tunneling conductance which is proportional to the density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level. The low (high) conductance regions are expected to have low (high) DOS leading to lower (higher) tunneling conductance. An interesting way to see the inhomogeneous nature of the transport in these nanostructured films is to follow the conductance at different regions of the film as a function of temperature. For this we constructed a local tunneling conductivity histogram from the LCMAP data. The typical data set is shown in Fig. 5 for the nanostructured film having average grain size 70 nm. One can clearly observe that the local tunneling conductance has a wide distribution and both the mean as well as the width of the distribution shifts as the temperature is lowered through . This establishes that the GBs and the grains not only have different conductances but the temperature dependences are also different.
In order to quantify the degree of fluctuations in the local conductance we calculated the mean local conductance and standard deviations (SD) of the fluctuations variation of as a function of temperature for the two from the line scans across the LCMAPs. Fig. 6 shows variation of as a function of temperature for both the films. Both the films show a gradual decrease as we reduce the temperature followed by an upturn around the transition temperature. The mean conductance is weighted preferentially by the conductances from regions that have high values. These are the grains. The change in on application of field will thus be more affected by the contribution of the grains. In grains the MR peaks near . The observed dipping of near thus confirms this. The standard deviation in conductance taken from several line scans for both LSMO thin films is shown in Fig. 7 . The curves have rather sharp changes near the and then they increase slowly with decreasing temperature. This means that as the temperature is lowered below , the contrast between the grains and the GBs is stronger and the conduction tends to become more inhomogeneous with the GBs contributing more prominently to the electrical transport, and this manifests itself in the observation of LFMR in these films which becomes more prominent at lower temperatures. We also note a very important observation. The standard deviation shows a clear upturn at temperatures below 100 K. In this region the resistance also shows an upturn. This presumably happens because at lower temperatures the GB region makes dominant contribution to transport. Since the transport across the GB region is a tunneling process it leads to an enhancement of GB resistance at lower temperatures. This enhances the film resistance and also makes the conductance distribution more skewed, thus increasing the standard deviation.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the transport properties of nanostructured thin films of the CMR material La Sr MnO having different average grain sizes and probed the local electronic properties using STM-based techniques. We were able to spatially resolve the local differential surface conductance using LCMAPs. The variation with temperature of the mean tunneling conductance, which is proportional to the surface density of states, shows that transport within the grains translates to the bulk resistivity seen in these samples. The contrast in the LCMAPs, quantified by the standard deviation in the conductance shows the increased contribution from the grain boundary regions as we lower the temperature and hence its contribution to the inhomogeneities in transport properties and the LFMR observed in these nanostructured films, which is otherwise absent in oriented and epitaxial films of the same contribution. We also observe the change in transition temperature with grain size which suggests that the transport properties of these films can be tuned to a large extent by proper control of the grain size.
